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Abstract:
Interaction of a direct drive target and a cover, which is shielding the target against gas particle
and heat flows in the reaction chamber of the Inertial Confinement Reactor, is considered. The
cover is produced from solid gas -deuterium, neon of xenon. It is shown that at the
SOMBRERO parameters the xenon cover with 5.6-mm size significantly reduces the heat
flows onto the 4-mm target. The gas drag produces the deceleration of the target much larger
than that for the cover due to large mass difference between them. The distance between the
target and the cover is about 15 mm at the explosion point, which is sufficient for normal
irradiation of the target by laser beams. Protection of the target against the wall radiation is
necessary during the flight. Along with creation of reflecting layers over the target surface
ablating layers from solid hydrogen or neon seem to be a solution.

1 Introduction

According to the scenario of Inertial Fusion Energy
(IFE) power plant operation, cryogenic targets should be
delivered into the reaction chamber with frequency about 5
Hz and velocity of a few hundred meter per second [1,2].
The problem of direct drive target interaction with gas and
radiation in the reactor chamber as well as motion parameters
of the target and transporting sabot were recently considered
in Ref. [3,4]. It was concluded that both radiation and gas
heat transfer are the factors significantly affecting the target
temperature and design parameters of the target and the
reactor chamber. Particularly, the target surface is to be
reflecting at a rather high level (0.98) to prevent excess
heating by radiation or is to be coated by a protecting layer or
the sabot separation should be delayed to the last stage of
delivery being produced right before irradiation. The gas
heating "far outweighs" that caused by the radiation heating.
That is, "gas filled reaction chamber must have gas pressure
and wall temperatures less than previously assumed... in
current direct drive target designs".

Several new ideas about the target transportation and
protection against the radiation and gas flows were
formulated in Ref. [5]. For the target protection it was
proposed to use a cover moving ahead the target and
reducing the gas and radiation load onto the direct drive
target. A schematic of such approach is shown in Fig. 1. For
evaluation of the approach it is necessary to consider
quantitatively interaction of such a system with gas and
radiation in the reaction chamber.

Below the problem of gasdynamic interaction of the
cover and target with hot gas and radiation in the chamber of
IFE reactor is considered.

2 Problem Formulation

2.1. Reactor parameters
Let us consider the interaction of a body with the

gas and radiation in a SOMBRERO like reactor [3].
The radius of reaction chamber is 500 cm (really 650 cm).
The wall temperature is 1500 C, or 1773 K.
The wall radiation is 12 W/cm2. (really 54 W/ cm2).
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the cover and target motion
and positioning in the reaction chamber of IFE power plant.
The target is located at the destination point in the camber
center. The optimal distance between the target and the
cover 80 mm equal to 1.43 of the cover diameter allows the
laser beams to irradiate the target.

The xenon gas pressure is 0.5 Torr specified at 1773 K
(really specified at 300 K). This means 3 Torr at (1800 K).
We should assume something about the gas pressure in the
transporting pipe system. Let it be the same pressure of Xe as
in the reactor. Another option as vacuum up to the chamber
should be considered as well. The temperature of the guide
tube is 600 K.

2.2. Target and cover parameters
The cover is made from solid Xe. We assume its

temperature 4.2 K at the entrance into the reaction chamber.
The cover has cylinder shape being 0.56 cm in diameter and
of 0.1-cm thickness. The cover mass is then 87 mg.

The target is a sphere of 4 mm diameter. We assume that
the target is made using LPI technology (see [5] and
references in it) and its temperature is 4.2 K. The size is very
close to that (3.96 mm) considered in Ref. [6]. No special
coating by gold is supposed in our case, so that zero
reflection for the wall radiation by target surface is assumed.
The target mass is 5 mg.

Both the cover and target have initial velocity v=250 m/s,
which corresponds to 20 ms flight time in the chamber with
500-cm radius. Both the cover and target rotate around the
injection axis with the angular frequency Q =2-n-v/L for the
trajectory stabilization [3]. The rotation is produced by one-
loop grooves in the barrel wall. Here L =25 cm is the barrel
length.

2.3. The critical issues of the problem
Answers to the following questions are desirable to get as

a result of the analysis.

How large is the cover and target deceleration by xenon
gas during the flight in the chamber?

How large is the cover and target heating and shielding
factors for the radiation and gas heat flow produced by the
cover for the target?

What is an optimal positioning the target relative to the
cover at the shot moment?

What is the optimal velocity difference between the cover
and target at the entrance of the chamber?

How significant is the impact of rotation on the trajectory
stabilization?

Similar problems for a solitary target have been analyzed
in Ref. [4] using the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)
approach [7]. The simulations were carried out using
program [8]. This program gives the drag and heat flow
coefficients for various values of Mach and Knudsen
numbers as well as different boundary conditions on the
body surface. It is convenient for evaluations, especially for
the intermediate case between hydrodynamic and free
molecule regimes. This is the case for the target gas
interaction with gas during flight, as will be clear soon.

A part of the analysis can be carried out also in analytic
or semi-analytic form using results of numerous studies of
gas flows interaction with bodies. Those will be mentioned
sequentially below when their results will be used.

2.3. Dimensionless parameters of the problem
The problem of gas-body interaction is the main problem

of boundary-layer theory [8]. The dimension analysis shows
that there are several dimensionless parameters, which define
dependencies of any value of the problem. Those are
The Mach number
M=ula (1)
The Knudsen number
Kn=UR (2)
The Reynolds number
Re=(uR)/v (3)
Here u is the velocity of the body, a is the sound speed in gas
a=(y*Tg/Mgf5, (4)
X is the mean free pass, R is the body radius, v is the
kinematic viscosity, y is the specific heat ratio equal to 5/3
for xenon, Mg is the gas mass, Tg is the gas temperature.

Table 1 shows the values of these parameters for the
cover and target.

Table 1.
Body

cover

0.56
cm

target
0.4 cm

M
0.579

1.407

0.579

1.407

Kn
0.234

0.039

0.0246
0.0041
0.327
0.055
0.0345
0.0057

Re
5.83

35

116.55
699
4.16
25
83.25
500

Gas parameters

Tg=1800
K
Tg=1800

Tg=300
Tg=300
Tg=1800
Tg=1800
Tg=300
Tg=300

P=0.5
Torr
P=3.0

P=0.5
P=3.0
P=0.5
P=3.0
P=0.5
P=3.0

V=250
m/s



One can see from Table 1 that during the flight in guide
tube the regime will be supersonic M>1, while inside the
reaction chamber the regime will likely be transonic or very
close to the transition if the guide tube will be heated by
300 C or higher.

The Knudsen number for the conditions is small enough.
This means that Stokes solutions are admissible for the drag
and heat transfer evaluations. However, inside the camber
chamber the regime deviates to the free molecular regime, so
corrections for the drag and heat transport to Stokes solutions
are necessary.

In the whole operation domain, the Reynolds number is
smaller than 2000. This means that laminar flow solutions
are probably valid everywhere [8].

The Prandtl parameter is also necessary for evaluation
the gas characteristics (0.7 for air) do to difference of
temperatures of the gas and body and compression effects

3 Effect of Rotation on the Motion

The effect of disk/sphere rotation on the boundary layer
is characterized by the parameter Qr/u, the value is equal to
0.07 for our conditions. The parameter is very small to be
significant for the modifications of the boundary layer (see
[8] p. 244). Therefore, we neglect by rotation effect on the
drag and heat transport.

Precession of the target and cover during flight is a
possible source of errors in the tracking system [3].
However, even the momentum equal to a product of the
drag-force and the cover/target radius gives the upper
extreme of precession frequency

Q
drag

preC
(7)

P=Wa=(/j-cp)/k

Approximately,

Pr = Y

(5)

(6)

4 Cy

Here v is the kinematic viscosity, u is the dynamic viscosity,
cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and k is the thermal
conductivity, y is the ratio Cp/cv of the specific heats and
/?g=8.31 J/molK is the gas universal constant. For xenon, the
Prandtl number P is equal to 0.654 (0.64 from the expression
(6)). For Deuterium Pr=0.695 (0.73 from the upper
expression). The value slowly varies with the temperature
(See Fig. 2 for xenon).

0.8
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Figure 2: The Prandtl number for xenon versus gas
temperature.

still laying in the Hz range. For such a low precession
frequency we can neglect its effect on the flight parameters.

4 Drag Evaluations for the Solitary
Cover and Target

Deceleration of the cover and target solitary moving in
the reaction chamber can be evaluated immediately using
expressions for drag coefficient given in Ref. [8].

According to Oseen theory valid till RD<5, the drag is
defined by expressions

CD=D

RD = ^ (S,

= -CD-x-R2-p-vao

For ^0=11.66 (cover, Tg=1800 K, P=0.5 Torr) CD=6.45 and
Drag=327 din. The experimental drag for these conditions is
CD

exp=4 (see fig. 1.5 of Ref. [8]).
On the other hand, the evaluation can be made using

results of analytic solution for the free molecular regime [11]
and the corresponding experimental dependence on Knudsen
number obtained by Millikan [12]. For equal temperatures of
gas and body as well as diffusion molecule reflection (cr=l),
the drag force is defined by



Drag = <"•««
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(anal =

-erf
- 5

(2kT/m)l/2

(9)
when « is the molecular number density, m is the mass of a
single gas molecule and 5 is the speed ratio.

For the cover in free molecular regime (Kri»l), the
coefficient CD=fis) is equal to 9.1 and the drag force is
Drag=454 din. According to the Knudsen number correction
[12], the drag coefficient should be 0.274. That is, CD=2.49.

Experiments with disks and simulations by DSMC
performed in Ref. [13] give very close to this value CO=2.5
at TJTO close to zero, which corresponds to our situation.
Therefore, we'll use this value for the following deceleration
analysis.

Let us evaluate the distance, which the cover passes
during 20 ms flight. Deviation from 500 cm will give us the
estimation of the deceleration effect.
The equation of motion

*"cov/1 arg ''
Drag

•t'
z ' m cov/1 arg

(10)
gives Z,COV=499.714 cm for the cover and Z,,a^=497.466 cm
for the target. This means that due to drag force the solitary
moving cover and target would get a pretty nice separation
being the order of 4 cover diameters (2.248 cm). Really, due
to shielding effect the separation will be less and we shall
return to this issue later in Section 7.

Obviously, the separation distance will be about 6 times
larger for the gas pressure 3 Torr being assumed.

5 Heat Transport for the Solitary Cover
and Target

5.1. Heating power
In free molecular regime, the heat flow distribution over a

sphere can be evaluated following Probstain [14]

(11)

when
£,=1773 K is the incident particle temperature,

Figure 3: Angular distribution of the heat flux q in free
molecular regime for 5=0.525 and ae=\. Maximal heat flow
located near the forward stagnation point is three times
higher than that near the backward stagnation point.

£r=20 K is the reflected particle temperature,
Eh=20 K is the border temperature.
For our conditions the coefficient a,, is close to unity.
The heat flux q is defined via the speed ratio 5 by
expression

the

2-71

1/2

Y-\ 2(y-\)Ei

nX/1 s- sin{6)• (l + erf(s • sin(0)))- -exp(- (s • sin{p))2 )

(12)

Here 0=nl2 corresponds to the falling flux. The distribution
of the heat flux over the sphere surface is shown in Fig. 3.

The average flux about 2.8107 erg/cm2s is expected. The
flux is distributed around the surface non-uniformly being
three times higher from the gas flow direction. The average
power transported onto the sphere with the cover radius will
be6.7106erg/sor0.67W.

A close to that heat flux can be evaluated using simple
formula of convective heat transfer

(13)

This expression gives for the average flux 2.5107 erg/cm2*s
(for Hsllbi=2.48*1013 erg/atom). The sublimation and melting
energy for xenon should be taken into account in a case of
condensation at the cryogenic surface.

A standard approach of heat transport evaluation based
on calculations of the Nusselt number [15] gives the
following results:



(o. 1/2 2/3V n.0.4.NuD = 2 +10.4 • Reft + 0.06 • Reft J j - /V
1/4

when all properties except us (dynamic viscosity at the body
surface) should be evaluated at T*. Figure 4 shows variation
of the Nusselt number with the wall temperature in range
200-1500 K. The convective part is comparable with the
diffusive one. The total power onto the sphere is then

gas
(15)

being equal to 3.5 W. This value is significantly higher than
the rough evaluations presented above. It is possible that the
standard formula is not applicable in our property range.
With average heat conductivity at T=200 K the formula gives
almost the same result 0.7 W as those mentioned above.

The last cross-checking can be made using the
experimental results of Legge et al. [13]. They give
evaluation of the heat flow onto the disk using the Stanton
number St=0.369 for Kn=0.2.

5.2. The cover temperature variation in flight
The heating power for the cover can be assumed fixed

during the flight. Meanwhile, the specific heat of solid xenon
significantly varies in the temperature range 4-200 K [16].
The specific heat dependence is presented in Fig. 5 for

xenon.

400

c, J/g-K

200 -

50 100 150
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Figure 5: Heat capacity for solid xenon (in J/g-K).
Experiment -red line. Approximation - blue line.

2-rWnm =St-m-n-vaD-cp-\T0D-——T. \-n-R1

gas r + i
(16)

This expression gives the heat power equal to 0.52 W. That
is, all mentioned above estimations agree with each other at
the accuracy of 30 %.

We'll use the value 0.67 W in the cover heating
evaluations. Similarly, for the target we use 0.4 W.

Corresponding to that specific heat variation, the cover
temperature dependence described by

dT _ S2rad ' \ ' ^ ' ^cov + -̂  ' ^ ' ^ c o v ''•cov/"*" ''gas

dt

is shown in Fig. 6.

kXe{T)-M
cov

(17)

1000 „, T 2000
Tw, K

Figure 4: The average Nusselt number variation with the wall
temperature. The blue curve corresponds to Re=100. The red
one corresponds to our conditions Re=l 1.5.

T cover, K

t, ms

Figure: 6. The cover temperature variation in flight. Red line
accounts for a joint effect of 12 W/cm2 radiation and the gas
heat transfer (0.5 Torr, 1773 K, 250 m/s). Blue curve
describes the gas heat transfer only.



It is seen that the gas effect is not so large, the temperature
increases only by 6-7 K. However totally including radiation
heating, the temperature increase up to 30 K is expected. The
temperature is still less than the melting point for xenon (161
K). That is, the cover will be solid at any moment of the
flight. At the radiation level of 54
W/cm2, the sublimation will take place, eventually. The
saturated pressure for xenon is equal to 1 Torr at 103 K. This
means that the sublimation will save the solid structure of the
cover even at a higher level of heat transfer.

Due to a significantly smaller mass (5mg), one would
expect that the target heating would be higher. However,
owing to a fast growth of the specific heat for hydrogen
isotopes at the temperature above 10 K (see Fig. 7), the target
temperature remains in a reasonable domain even without the
reflecting cover. It should be noticed that the specific heat for
deuterium is no more than 20% higher than the hydrogen
one. So, we use the hydrogen properties in calculations
because those are given for a wider temperature range.

T.K

t, ms

variationFigure 8: The target temperature variation under
irradiation by 12 W/cm2 power only. Blue curve
corresponds to a no reflecting shell. Red curve is for
reflecting shell (99%).

T,K

Figure: 7: Specific heat for hydrogen at the constant
pressure. Read line is experiment. Blue line is
approximation.

Figure 8 shows the target temperature increase in a case
of irradiated target (12 W/cm2) without and with the
reflecting shell. Even if the golden protecting layer provides
99% -reflection, the temperature will rise about 2K. Figure 9
shows the effect of joint radiation and gas convection as well
as separate gas convection effect. This is an average
temperature. For the gas flow it is necessary to account for
the angular distribution, which will make the temperature
field non-uniform.

The distribution over the surface of spherical target can
be imagined via Fig. 7.9 in Ref. [15]. The lowest power
density is expected nearby the separation point (80 grad).
The difference with the stagnation point is about 3 times.

10
t, ms

20

Figure 9: The target temperature variation under
irradiation by 12 W/cm2 and uniform gas heat load
(xenon, 1773 K, 0.5 Torr, 250 m/s). The red curve
corresponds to joint effect of the radiation and gas
convection. The blue one accounts for the gas convection
effect only.

6 Wake Parameters

The velocity distribution in a laminar circular wake
behind the cover can be described by the formula [8] p.235

"1

(17)

The central velocity dependence is shown in Fig. 1. It is seen
that, if the target (blue circle) is in the wake, the velocity of
the contacting it flow is reduced at least by a factor of two or



even higher in average. A two-dimensional plot of the
velocity distribution in the wake is illustrated by Fig. 10.
Since the Prandtl number is close to unity, the curves of
constant velocity are identical with the isotherms ([8] p.330).
So, we can expect the corresponding reduction of the heat
flux also.

Figure 10: Velocity distribution in the wake.

Totally, both velocity and temperature drops in the wake
yield at least four times reduction of the heat transfer onto
the target. A more detailed information can be obtained using
DSMC technique.

7 Drag Evaluations for the System of
Cover and Target

Analyzing joint motion of the cover and target one
should take into account additional effects. Several authors
[17-21] analyzed the problem of two-body drag. Both objects
have different drag force compared with solely motion case.
For a target, the drag force has the form [21 ]

Drag = 2——2 Fx • k =
ll • n

1/2

•R-k (18)

Here Fw and Flp are dimensionless drag coefficients. F,o is
the drag on target in the limit of infinite separation.

Approximately, the drag reduction is proportional to the
solid angle at which the target sees the cover. So, the effect
reduces as the inverse square of the distance between these
two bodies.

For two equal spheres Ref. [21] gives in free molecular
regime the following expression for F tp

21.28
(19)

when
radii.

is the dimensionless distance measured in the sphere

The drag reduction about 15 % is expected for two
spheres. In our case we can expect a higher reduction, may
be as much as 30% caused by cylindrical shape of the cover
and its diameter larger than target one. In the region nearby
X=2-3 (contact conditions) the value of F|P varies rather
slowly (see Fig. 4 of Ref. [21]). So, we can evaluate the drag
reduction effect as proportional decrease of the distance
between the cover and target from 22 mm (initially
evaluated) to 15 mm. This value is acceptable for irradiation
the target by the laser beams.

8 Condensation and Ablation Effects

During flight both cover and target have the temperature
significantly lower than the surrounding gas.

On the one hand, we can expect condensation of the
xenon at the cryogenic surfaces of cover and target.
According to Eisenshtadt [22] the condensation of high-
energy particles depends on the ratio of sublimation and gas
thermal energies. Figure 11 shows the accommodation
coefficient as function of this ration. In case of xenon the
sublimation energy is about the thermal inside the chamber,
so less than 10% of impinging particles will accommodate to
the surface. However, due to a very strong dependence on the
temperature and reduction of the temperature nearby the
surface due to heat conductivity effects, the accommodation
can be much higher than evaluated at the infinite
temperature, may be close to 1.



Table 2
Gas

Helium
Hydrogen
Deuterium
Neon
Argon
Xenon

Density,
g/cm3

0.122
0.708
0.165
2.205
1.4
3.52

Sublimation
energy,
eV/atom
*)meV/mol
0.86
9.3 *)
13 *)
19
80
155

Surface
temperature,
K

1.53
9.49
12.22
16.47
54.8
108

Surface
density,
10'W

34.17
1.11
1.01
1.22
0.26
0.17

Surface
velocity,
103cm/s

7.32
25.8
20.7
10.75
13.8
10.75

Erosion speed,
u/c

33650
3330
2080
490
420
290

C(T0) 0.5

10

Figure 11: The accommodation coefficient for a gas versus
the ratio of sublimation to gas thermal energies according to
[22]. Our case corresponds to Tg=l and accommodation
coefficient 0.08.

In this case, the gas flow in the wake will change. Nearby
the cover a back flow onto the surface is expected. The heat
conductivity will also affect the heat transfer onto the target
making the heat flows smaller. However, quantitatively such
a problem still needs additional analysis.

On the other hand, ablation of the cover and target can
take place due heat transport by radiation and gas. With this
ablation, the problem becomes even more complicated.
Ablation particle flux for the xenon cover under the radiation
flux 12 W/cm2 can be as large as 4.8-1020 atom/cm2s

This flow at a sonic speed and the temperature of 110 K
can produce a cloud with the density about ~ 1017 atom/cm3.
Table 2 shows erosion characteristics for different gases in
solid state at radiation flux 12 W/m2. The surface
temperature was determined assuming saturation pressure for
gas and outward radial velocity at the surface equal to '/« of
the local sound velocity.
Dividing the erosion speed by 50 (1/20 ms), it is easy to
evaluate the eroded thickness for different gases during the
flight time. For example, xenon will loose about 6 microns,
while deuterium about 40 |i.

For the reactor chamber conditions, the gas density is
31015, that is two orders less than the cloud density. Two
significant conclusions can be made comparing the cloud

density nearby the cover and target (if covered by protecting
layer) with the chamber gas density.

The first one is that in rigorous analysis the boundary
layer should be considered as binary with injection.

The second one is that owing to a low gas temperature
close to the cover and target, the kinematic viscosity and heat
conductivity of the media around the cover and target will be
drastically reduced. This means that the problem differs
greatly from that considered in contemporary references.
Particularly, the wake will likely be deeper and longer than it
is presented here in Fig. 10. So, the estimations presented
here upward describe only qualitative features of the
phenomenon.

It should be noticed that hot xenon atoms enable to
penetrate through the hydrogen/deuterium clouds with
density up to 1018 cm'3. Thus, the gas heating during
expansion will determine the cloud structure similar to case
of pellet ablation in high temperature plasma [23]. The
neutral gas shielding effect is possible in these conditions,
which should be evaluated quantitatively as well.

The surface evaporation instead of gradual heating at
average specific heat that evaluated here in Session 5 might
take place in experimental conditions considered. Figure 12
drawn according to data presented in Ref. [24] shows
dependencies of the thermal conductivity versus temperature
for solid and liquid hydrogen, neon and xenon. Actually, the
heat conductivity of solid xenon and hydrogen is about 10
mW/cm-K. This means that at the radiation energy flux 12
W/cm2, the temperature drop at 1 mm of solid gas will be
about 120 K, which is sufficient for surface ablation with a
slight volume heating. Meanwhile, for a thin hydrogen layer
in target (0.2 mm) with increased heat conductivity (by a
factor of 100 at low temperatures of about 4 K) the average
specific heat is permissible to use.

9 Conclusions

It is clear from the analysis presented that the concept of
protection the direct drive target in the reaction chamber by a
cover moving ahead it can be considered as a possible way of
solving the target delivery problem. The concept gives a



chance to save the design parameters of the reactor,
particularly the gas pressure and wall temperature.

The minimal distance between the cover and target 8 mm
for 5.6 mm cover and 4 mm target is provided naturally by
larger acceleration of the target due to significantly smaller
mass (at Tg= 1800 and Pg=0.5 Torr). This occurs even if no
difference between the cover and target velocities exists at
the chamber inlet. The evaluated separation distance at the
shot moment equal to 15-16 mm seems reasonable both for
the laser beams propagation and target protection by wake
effect.

0.1

sol

/

7-

1 sol_H

_Ne \
y " ^ ̂  \

\

liq_H

1

sol

liq_Ne
1

_Xe

liq_Xe

1 10 100 T,K

Figure 12: Thermal conductivity for solid and liquid
Hydrogen, Neon and Xenon (in mW/cm-K).

The main heating of the cover and target is produced by
the radiation (12 W/cm2). The heat flow transported by gas is
by a factor of 10 less. Meanwhile, the gas heat flow becomes
determining in a case of the reflecting target. For such a type
of target, the cover effect might be most significant.

Quantitatively, the shielding effect is of the order of 4
according to these estimations. It is possible that with
intensively sublimating cover its efficiency can be improved
both due to the gas cooling and the viscosity reduction.

Evaluations of gas sublimation under irradiation show a
natural mechanism of target protection by a sublimating layer
that evaporates during the flight to the ignition point. A
target design and technology development for such layer
coating should be considered as an alternative to reflecting
layers.

The effect of the target rotation on the target-gas
interaction is negligible. Nevertheless, the rotation in the
barrel will stabilize the trajectory like in a rifle and seems a
necessary factor for the injection system.

The analysis presented does not include gas injection
effects on the wake formation and drag. This factor should be
obviously taken into account in further development of the
concept.
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